
CA-SCA 3
for Scania Radio Premium (AUS4)
P, G, R, S series trucks (2016- )
(without preparation)

Easy connection of an AXION camera
to the Scania Radio Premium with 7" display 
(AUS4) Suitable for radio WITHOUT pre-
equipment

Direct connection to the radio,
for cameras with and without motorized 
protective coverwww.axionag.de

V.001

Please note: Not suitable for Basic Radio AUS3

http://www.axionag.de/


Functionality:
Show camera image:

Using the camera button on the radio or the 
touchscreen can be done with the ignition on
on the respective camera be switched.
It can be switched to camera 1 and camera 2 (if 
available)

Switch camera on automatically:
When you engage reverse gear, the radio switches on
automatically switches to the rear view camera.

(can be programmed for camera 1 at your Scania dealer if required)

Further configurations with the radio are possible.
Please contact us, we will be happy to advise you.

Connections:

The CA-SCA 3 adapter is connected directly to the Scania radio. To do 
this, remove the two radio knobs. (just pull off)

Using cameras with a motorized protective cover:
When using Axion shutter cameras DBC 114065-S1
or DBC 114067-SHD, the yellow cable must be pinned into the radio 
accordingly. (see illustration)

The open end is connected to the yellow or red cable of the shutter 
box, which is included with the cameras.

Quadlock connection
on the radio

Pin 9 = output camera 1 switching 
signal for switch box shutter cameras

PS: The numbers are also on the

Blue (short cable) = reflection
(all AXION cameras are preset for reversing!)

If the camera image is displayed sideways, connect the two cable ends 
together to mirror the displayed image.

PS: Some cameras have a screw on the back of the camera housing 
itself, which, when moved, mirrors the image.

Use a Torx screwdriver (T-20) to loosen the 
lock on both sides until the radio comes 
loose and comes out to the front.

On the back the CA-SCA 3 adapter on the 
purple connection for camera 1
(rear view camera) or the green one
for camera 2.
Up to 2 cameras can be connected directly.
Connect the other side to the 4-pin Mini 
DIN connector on the camera or the switch 
box (for shutter cameras).

Mirror
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